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The ocean is one of the main components of the climate system.
It distributes and absorbs heat to regulate climate at different
time scales. Temperature and salinity (saltiness) control the density
of ocean water. Differences in water density are important for
ocean circulation—they are responsible for generating some currents
of water that move through the ocean. An important part of
ocean circulation is called thermohaline circulation. Thermohaline
circulation absorbs, stores, and transfers heat around the world.
Changes in the temperature or salinity of ocean waters can affect
thermohaline circulation, so climate change may also alter this
circulation. Changes in water circulation also impact the ocean’s
chemistry and the organisms that live in the ocean. First, we will
explain how ocean circulation happens, and then we will look at how
climate change can affect it.
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HOW DOES THE OCEAN WORK?
The ocean covers about 70% of the planet’s surface and contains 97%
of Earth’s water. This water absorbs heat from the sun and transports
this heat with the ocean currents. In addition to heat, ocean currents
also transport carbon dioxide, nutrients, and organisms such as ﬁsh
larvae all around the globe.
OCEANIC
CIRCULATION
Large scale movement
of waters made by
ocean currents.

DENSITY
The ratio between the
mass and volume of
an object.

SALINITY
The amount of salt
dissolved in a
water body.

OCEAN
STRATIFICATION
The division of ocean
water into layers based
on density.

WATER MASSES
Water parcels with
formed at the same
place that travels
around with similar
characteristics for
properties like
temperature
and salinity.

This transport is called oceanic circulation, and it has two major
components. The ﬁrst is the upper-ocean circulation, which is
wind-driven and faster. It tends to happen only within a given
ocean basin (the North Atlantic Ocean or the Indian Ocean basin,
for example). Upper-ocean circulation helps to exchange heat and
moisture between the ocean and the atmosphere. Therefore, changes
in upper-ocean circulation can impact global and regional weather.
The second component is the deep global circulation, which is slower
and driven by differences in water density. It is the central part of the
“global ocean conveyor belt”. For more information see this Young
Minds article: When Water Swims in Water, Will it Float, or Will it Sink?
Or: What Drives Currents in the Ocean? [1]. Furthermore, the deep
global circulation distributes heat and energy around the Earth across
different ocean basins. Changes in the deep global circulation act over
long timescales and can affect the local and global climate, as we have
seen over the last 50,000 years. It is good to note that the difference
between “weather” and “climate” is the time scale. When we talk about
“weather” we refer to processes in the short time scale and climate, to
the mean state of nature when averaging longer periods. For example,
if it starts to rain in the desert, we can say that we are experiencing
rainy weather. But for years, we have seen that it generally does not
rain much in this region, so the desert has a dry climate despite the
current rainy weather.
How does the difference in water density drive the deep global
circulation? The density of ocean water varies with salinity (saltiness)
and temperature, so water density varies throughout the ocean.
Different regions and depths will have different salinity and temperature,
and thus different densities. The warmer liquid water is, the lighter and
less dense it gets. But solid ice is actually less dense than liquid water
due to the structure of the ice crystals. This is why ice ﬂoats on water,
even though it has a lower temperature than the liquid water it ﬂoats in.
Thus, areas of cold and salty water are denser than areas of warm and
fresh water. In the ocean, denser water parcels ﬂow beneath lighter
ones. Water parcels in the ocean are layered according to their density,
much like a birthday cake with several layers and ﬁllings. This forms the
ocean stratiﬁcation illustrated in Figure 1.
Temperature and salinity ranges deﬁne a water parcel. These parcels
are what we call water masses. By studying water masses, we can
understand where they came from and where they are going, which
helps us better understand and describe the ocean. Water masses
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Figure 1
Ocean stratiﬁcation is
the separation of water
into layers based on its
density. Salinity (the
amount of salt) and the
temperature of the
water contribute to
density. When more
rain falls or when
glaciers melt, and when
the sun heats the ocean
water, the density of
the water decreases
(left panel). When water
density decreases, this
can create stable layers
of water (right panel).
Under these conditions,
it is more difficult for
water masses to form.

Figure 1

need the right combination of conditions to form. These conditions
may include winds, solar radiation, and salt availability, which may
only occur during speciﬁc seasons and in speciﬁc regions around the
globe—in the North Atlantic or the Southern Ocean, for example.

OCEAN AND CLIMATE: HEAT TRANSPORT
THERMOHALINE
CIRCULATION
Part of the large-scale
ocean circulation
driven by density
gradients. Results from
the combined effects
of temperature
(thermo) and salt
(haline) on density. Also
called the ocean
conveyor belt.

The formation of deep-water masses is the fuel for what is
called thermohaline circulation. The Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation (AMOC) is an important part of the thermohaline
circulation. It is a north-south-oriented ﬂow of water that transports
heat in the Atlantic Ocean. Starting at the surface, the AMOC is
composed of salty, warm waters from the low latitudes (near the
Equator). Then, it ﬂows toward the North Atlantic Ocean, where the
ocean current called the Gulf Stream plays a key role. As the AMOC
ﬂows north, it slowly loses heat to the atmosphere because of the large
difference in temperature between the air and the ocean. After losing
heat, the water becomes denser and sinks, ﬂowing back southwards
(Figure 2).
At the same time, the warm, moist air above the AMOC current is taken
by the winds. A similar thing happens when you forget about your cup
of tea—it slowly starts to get cooler until it reaches room temperature.
To achieve equilibrium, the hot tea must lose heat and moisture to
the air just above your mug. But this warm, moist air does not stay
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Figure 2
Heat circulation in the
North Atlantic. The
ocean absorbs heat
from the sun near the
Equator and transports
it northwards. As it is
transported, the water
evaporates and cools
down. Evaporation
causes heat and
moisture to be
transferred from the
water to the air above.
The atmospheric
circulation redistributes
all this heat and
moisture. As the
current goes further
north, it becomes
much colder and
saltier. Finally, it is
mixed and creates a
new water mass with a
higher density that
sinks to deeper layers
and ﬂows back to the
south (Image credit:
Thiago Sales).

Figure 2

concentrated around the cup forever. Instead, it is dispersed in the
room until you cannot track it anymore. The warm, moist air from the
AMOC is taken by the winds and travels very far, reaching cities as far
away as London. This makes the weather in London warmer and more
humid compared to other cities found at the same latitude.
Now you can see why the AMOC is an essential component of the
Earth’s climate system—because it plays a crucial role in heat transport.
The AMOC is responsible for the relative warmth of the Northern
Hemisphere [2].

BUT HOW WILL THE OCEAN CHANGE?
The ocean absorbs most of the sun’s energy that hits Earth. Did you
know that it also absorbs more than 90% of the CO2 and excess
heat that humans add into the atmosphere? But can the ocean keep
absorbing heat and carbon forever? Probably not. Although the ocean
changes all the time, it is currently changing much faster than scientists
expected (Figure 3).
Every time we add something to the ocean that was not there before,
like heat or carbon, we are causing the ocean to change. So, between
climate changes and human impacts, what does the future hold for
the ocean?
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Figure 3
(A) The global mean
sea surface
temperature and (B)
global mean sea level
are projected to
continue increasing
into the future. If we
work to reduce our
CO2 emissions, the
changes will be lower
(blue). But if we do
nothing to reduce CO2
(red), the ocean could
get much warmer, and
the sea level will rise
substantially (Image
adapted from [3]).
Figure 3

The mean ocean temperature is increasing. A warmer ocean will lead
to a much more stratiﬁed ocean, meaning that there will be more
still layers of water with less mixing. And it will be harder for water
masses like we have today to be created because they need some
mixing of the water to form. Changes in the formation of water masses
will impact heat transport and, therefore, the Earth’s climate. But some
places will experience surface warming more than others. The Arctic,
for example, will be more affected than other regions [4]. The problem
is that the Arctic Ocean is one of the most critical water mass formation
areas. If water masses do not form as readily in the Arctic, the ocean
currents will probably get weaker. Researchers have already shown
that the AMOC is becoming weaker, and they suggest that it is due
to climate change [5].
THERMAL
EXPANSION
When a substance is
heated, molecules
begin to vibrate and
move more, increasing
the distance between
themselves. This
increases volume and
decreases density.

A warming ocean can also lead to the disappearance of some coastal
cities and islands. This would happen because of thermal expansion.
As the temperature rises, liquid water expands and occupies a larger
volume, causing the sea level to rise. The sea level will also rise as liquid
water shifts from land to the ocean, due to increased discharge from
rivers or melting of glaciers. Melting of ice sheets as the temperature
rises can also add volume to the ocean and contribute to local
sea-level rise. Read more about it in Why Should We Worry About Sea
Level Change? [6]. In the last few years, sea-level rise has already been
observed, and it should be carefully studied, since it can impact many
people around the world, especially coastal populations.

HOW CAN WE HELP?
Climate change studies teach us how and why the ocean will
change if nothing is done to stop the process. If the global ocean
temperatures continue to rise, there will be many harmful effects on
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ocean organisms and humans. The ocean is one of the main regulators
of rain and oxygen production. It provides us with food and helps
us to move around the Earth. We all depend on the ocean! So, we
need to improve and spread our knowledge about the ocean and the
danger it faces. To help do so, the United Nations created the Decade
of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development, between 2021 and
2030. This initiative will help us to teach people what they need to
do, individually and collectively, to better manage ocean resources.
If we do not start to change our habits and improve our relationship
with nature, climate change will intensify and the effects of ocean
temperature rise will worsen.
But we hold the power to change! We can change our personal habits,
such as being mindful about our use of water and energy and reducing
the single-use of plastics, also playing a key role as citizens. Kids
have a crucial role in raising awareness and shaping the future. By
talking about climate change with our families and friends, we can
draw people’s attention to this subject. We can discuss how to support
policies that protect the ocean and ﬁght climate change. We can
also demand that our governments and industries act responsibly and
use natural resources wisely. The sooner we take action, the higher
our chances of achieving a better and brighter future for the world’s
ocean—and for all the animals and humans that depend on it.
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YOUNG REVIEWER
AVIV, AGE: 9
A huge Harry Potter fan! I love reading books! I spend many hours reading on my
Kindle, especially Harry Potter—I have read the entire series 20 times! I also love
jamming on my electric piano, jump-roping, and skipping when I am happy. I like
eating salads and home cooked meals, but I also have a big sweet tooth—chocolate
is yummy! As a vegetarian, I love nature–learning about it, protecting it, and
enjoying it!
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